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From Amsterdam 

 A4 towards The Hague

 A44 towards Den Haag Centrum/Leiden-West
 Exit 8a towards Leiden (at the end of the exit turn right)
 Keep right and turn right at the 2nd traffic light
 ECC Leiden is on your right

From The Hague / Den Haag 

     N44/A44 towards Leiden/Amsterdam
     Take exit 8 (Leiden)/N206 and merge onto Plesmanlaan towards Leiden/
       Utrecht
     Turn right onto Haagse Schouwweg/N206
  ECC Leiden is on your right

From Rotterdam 

     A13 towards Amsterdam

     A4 towards Amsterdam
     Take exit 7 towards Leiden (N206), for follow-up route see **

From Utrecht 

     A12 to The Hague

     Exit 12a towards Leiden (N11)
     Complete N11 until the T-junction
     A4 towards Leiden, do not merge, but follow direction N206 / Leiden
     For follow-up route see **

** Follow-up route N206, from the A4 

 Follow N206 (direction Leiden, then other directions and direction Katwijk)

 After about 5 minutes you will see a petrol station on your right, now keep left so that you 
drive straight ahead at the next traffic lights

 ECC Leiden is on your right

Public transport 

ECC Leiden is easily accessible by public transport. For a fast connection, take bus 43 from Leiden CS 
(direction The Hague) and get off at the stop “Holiday Inn Leiden”. The bus journey is approximately 10 
minutes.

For a quick journey to and from Schiphol, we recommend taxi company De Groot, telephone 071-512 33 00. 
The Transferium Leiden (express bus connection with The Hague) is within walking distance of ECC Leiden. For 
tailor-made travel advice, please refer to 9292ov.nl.
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